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How to Transform Your Brand’s Digital 
and Social Advertising with BrandTotal 
— and Outsmart the Competition
Let BrandTotal show you how to quickly identify which creatives and campaigns drive 

digital share of voice, return on engagement, and positive consumer sentiment — while 

benchmarking your results and performance against your competitors’ brands. Find out:

 ◎ What creative is working and resonating with your target consumers? 
 ◎ How are your competitors getting consumer interactions? 
 ◎ Who is engaging with their ads? 
 ◎ Why is their creative driving positive or negative consumer sentiment? Where are 

their top-performing campaigns on social? 
 ◎ When are consumers reacting and interacting in real time?

So what can you do?

Arm your media, creative, brand and consumer insights leaders with social competitive 

intelligence and proprietary brand analytics. That’s why BrandTotal provides the 

industry’s most trusted and robust brand intelligence platform.  

D ATA  C L A S S I F I C AT I O N  G U I D E L I N E S
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Measure creative ad performance, plan your next product launch, optimize message/

market fit, and adjust your digital and social strategy for greater advertising ROI and  

brand impact with consumers. All while benchmarking your advertising performance 

and consumer interaction against your competitors in real time. 

For media teams, BrandTotal delivers:

The Broadest Share of Voice Coverage Anywhere

BrandTotal works with more platforms than any other solution in the industry. You get:

 ◎ Seamless aggregation and consolidation of digital SOV across channels so you can 
benchmark, track, and analyze competitive strategies

 ◎ An API to integrate into your offline SOV for omnichannel view
 ◎ Independent first-party data that’s outside of platforms and agencies

 
Unmatched Granular Analysis

Unlike other tools that lump data and insights together into a generic view, BrandTotal 

provides a granular view of your competitive data at the category, brand, product, and 

even the campaign and ad level, so you can understand the deepest and most accurate 

media insights into each strategic initiative or line of business combined with real-time 

consumer interaction and reaction. You get:

View competitive social spend across category See into brands and their campaigns Analyze consumer sentiment at the campaign-level
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 ◎ Predictive, actionable competitive intelligence to plan your digital and social media 
strategy, media buying, and mix

 ◎ The ability to measure your brand impact, campaign impact, and investment against 
competitive brands  (consumer sentiment, competitive social ad spend, consumer 
engagement, dark vs public ads and videos, campaign flighting, and more) 

 ◎ A true understanding of performance across campaigns, media mix, and channels 
so you can shorten the time to ad optimization to less than 24 hours

 ◎ Insight into whitespace media mix opportunities or shift strategy to take advantage 
of underutilized social channels — resulting in unparalleled budget and time savings 
and brand ROI.

For creative teams, BrandTotal delivers: 

Part-Art, Part-Science Creative Performance Optimization

For the first time anywhere, you can not only develop the most engaging creatives, but 

also measure your creative strategy while shortening the creative brief process. Our 

part-art, part-science approach enables you to discover which creatives drive the most 

engagement and positive consumer sentiment. 

 ◎ Get inspiration from your competitors’ top-performing creative and messaging 
strategies, content, and CTAs

 ◎ Adjust and optimize messaging, positioning, and creative based on what’s 
resonating with core consumers in your category

 ◎ Ensure you are delivering the right message to the right person at the right time and 
the right place

 ◎ Use our AI-Powered Messaging Analytics to sort messaging by theme and CTA, 
enabling an in-depth view into competitive strategy and performance

 ◎ Outsmart your competition with actionable creative performance and create the 
most engaging and impactful creatives for each different consumer audience

♥ 2.7k Likes | 197 Retweets

See the Ad

♥ 462 Likes | 11 Comments |  
92.9k Views

See the Ad

♥ 5k Likes | 812 Comments

See the Ad
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For brand marketers, executives, and research and planning teams, BrandTotal 

delivers:

Powerful Brand Performance Metrics: Where Visibility, 
Context, and Performance Meet

BrandTotal enables you to correlate and overlay your performance with multiple 

intelligence layers such as consumer sentiment, engagement, competitive spend and 

impressions, dark vs public ads, SOV, share of topic, and much more. Track and analyze 

your competition’s strategies, campaigns, creatives, and performance in real time for 

long-term planning and craft your brand’s digital social strategy benchmarked against 

your competition. With BrandTotal, you can:

 ◎ Uncover the strategy behind each competitive campaign in order to plan and 
improve your own (for example, to see brand social responsibility messaging, 
sustainability trends, share of topic over time, or to compare consumer shopping 
holidays metrics, and more)

 ◎ Measure and optimize your spend in-flight against competitive spend, consumer 
sentiment, and engagement for short-term or long-term creative and media 
planning strategy

 ◎ Gain visibility into competitive share of topic and developing trends within 
your product category as well as conduct in-depth research across media mix, 
audiences, and seasonal metrics over time (days, quarters, years)

 

About BrandTotal

BrandTotal is the leading brand analytics & social competitive intelligence platform, enabling brand 

marketers to make decisions based on data, not feelings. BrandTotal was founded in 2016 and serves 

customers in North America, Europe and Israel. Headquartered in New York with offices in Israel and 

San Francisco, BrandTotal’s customers range from well-established Fortune 500 brands to the fastest-

growing direct-to-consumer challenger brands. The company is funded by world-class VC firms INCapital 

Ventures, Flint Capital, NHN Investment, One Way Ventures, FJ Labs, Glilot Capital Partners, and Keshet 

Dick Clark Productions along with early support from Microsoft Accelerator and Oracle Startup Cloud 

Accelerator. Find us at www.brandtotal.com.
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